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1. Authentication to Database and SQL Query Handling 

1.1 Zend\Db\Adapter 

Introduction 

The Adapter object is the most important sub-component of Zend\Db. It is responsible for adapting 
any code written in or for Zend\Db to the targeted php extensions and vendor databases. In doing 
this, it creates an abstraction layer for the PHP extensions, which is called the “Driver” portion of the 
Zend\Db adapter. It also creates a lightweight abstraction layer, called the “Platform” portion of the 
adapter, for the various idiosyncrasies that each vendor-specific platform might have in its 
SQL/RDBMS implementation. 

Creating an Adapter - Quickstart 

Creating an adapter can simply be done by instantiating the Zend\Db\Adapter\Adapter class. The 
most common use case, while not the most explicit, is to pass an array of configuration to the 
Adapter. 

Eg. Simple Mysql Database connection for OpenEmr 

Location. /zend_modules/config/autoload/global.php 

return array( 
    'db' => array( 
        'driver'         => 'Pdo', 
        'dsn'            => 'mysql:dbname='.$GLOBALS['dbase'].';host='.$GLOBALS['host'], 
        'username'       => $GLOBALS['login'], 
        'password'       => $GLOBALS['pass'], 
        'driver_options' => array( 
            PDO::MYSQL_ATTR_INIT_COMMAND => 'SET NAMES \'UTF8\'' 
        ), 
    ), 
    'service_manager' => array( 
        'factories' => array( 
            'Zend\Db\Adapter\Adapter' => function ($serviceManager) { 
    $adapterFactory = new Zend\Db\Adapter\AdapterServiceFactory(); 
    $adapter = $adapterFactory->createService($serviceManager); 
               \Zend\Db\TableGateway\Feature\GlobalAdapterFeature::setStaticAdapter($adapter); 
               return $adapter; 
          } 
        ),      
    ), 
); 

 
This driver array is an abstraction for the extension level required parameters. Here is a table for the 
key-value pairs that should be in configuration array. 
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Key Is Required? Value 

driver required Mysqli, Sqlsrv, Pdo_Sqlite, Pdo_Mysql, Pdo=OtherPdoDriver 

database generally required the name of the database (schema) 

username generally required the connection username 

password generally required the connection password 

hostname not generally required the IP address or hostname to connect to 

port not generally required the port to connect to (if applicable) 

charset not generally required the character set to use 

 

1.2 SQL Query Handling. 

Query Preparation Through Zend\Db\Adapter\Adapter::query() 

By default, query() prefers that you use “preparation” as a means for processing SQL 
statements. This generally means that you will supply a SQL statement with the values 
substituted by placeholders, and then the parameters for those placeholders are supplied 
separately. An example of this workflow with Zend\Db\Adapter\Adapter is: 

Performing SQL Query with Adapter 

$adapter->query('SELECT * FROM `table` WHERE `id` = ?', array(5)); 

The above example will go through the following steps: 
 create a new Statement object 
 prepare an array into a Parameter Container if necessary 
 inject the Parameter Container into the Statement object 
 execute the Statement object, producing a Result object 
 check the Result object to check if the supplied sql was a ‘query’, or a result set producing 

statement 
 if it is a result set producing query, clone the Result Set prototype, inject Result as data 

source, return it 
 else, return the Result 
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SQL Query handling in Module Installer 

 Introduction 

In the Module Installer, all the SQL Query handled by centralized function named ‘zQuery’ in the 
Application module.  All the SQL Statement and values passes to the function and execute the 
query and the logging system call from the function. The log is created in the OpenEMR log 
table. The function named ‘zQuery’ handle all the sql statements by the help of ZF2 query and 
execute functions. All the values in the statements bind in an array (same as OpenEMR 
‘sqlStatment’) and the SQL Query safely executed the ZF2. 

How to Use 

SQL Query handling function ‘zQuery’ is located at Application Module and it is a core module. 
Developers require the ApplicationTable file from the Model folder in the Application Module by 
the help of ZF2 keyword ‘Use’ (eg. use \Application\Model\ApplicationTable;).  The 
ApplicationTable file require only in the Model file. Crate an object of the file, then use the 
‘zQuery’ function. 

Eg. 

use \Application\Model\ApplicationTable; 

$this->application = new ApplicationTable; 

$result = $this->application-> zQuery’($sql,  $params);  

Or without $params 

$result = $this->application-> zQuery($sql); 

Functionality of the ‘zQuery’  in the ApplicationTable  
Prepare the adapter in the constructor area.(ApplicationTable). 
 
$adapter = \Zend\Db\TableGateway\Feature\GlobalAdapterFeature::getStaticAdapter(); 
$this->adapter = $adapter; 
 
In the function ‘zQuery’ , handle the sql statement with the help of ZF2 query and execute 
functions. 
$statement = $this->adapter->query($sql); 
$return = $statement->execute($params); 
 
ZF2 provides some return values from the query handling function.  

Eg. 

$result = $this->application-> zQuery’($sql, $params); 
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$result->count (); - Providers total record count of the select query 

$result->current(); - If a single record, get all field values 

$result->getGeneratedValue(); - If insert query, return the last inserted id 

 1.3 Logging Mechanism 

Logging Mechanism is a logging all the sql statements in to open emr log table, prepare the sql 
statement and passes to the log function.  

Preparing SQL for logging Mechanism. 

SQL Statement preparation take place at the ‘zQuery’ function area, If the sql statement have 
values, push the values into the ‘?’ area and prepare the sql statement. 

$count = count($params); 

$arr = array(); 

If(is_array($params)) { 

     foreach($params as $val) { 

            array_push($arr, "'" . $val . "'"); 

     } 

 } 

$logSQL = preg_replace(array_fill(0, $count, "/\?/"), $arr, $sql, 1);  

Prepare the Insert query to log the sql statement in the ‘log’ function.  

$sql        = "INSERT INTO log SET date = ? ,user = ?, groupname = ?, comments = ?"; 

$dt         = date('Y-m-d  H:i:s'); 

$user       = $_SESSION['authUser']; 

$group      = $_SESSION['authGroup']; 

$params     = array($dt, $user, $group, $logSQL); 

$statement  = $this->adapter->query($sql); 

$return     = $statement->execute($params);  

   

2. Security tools in ZF2 
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2.1 Zend\Escaper 
 
Introduction 
The OWASP Top 10 web security risks study lists Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) in second place. PHP’s 
sole functionality against XSS is limited to two functions of which one is commonly misapplied. 
Thus, the Zend\Escaper component was written. It offers developers a way to escape output 
and defend from XSS and related vulnerabilities by introducing contextual escaping based on 
peer-reviewed rules. 

 
Zend\Escaper was written with ease of use in mind, so it can be used completely stand-alone 
from the rest of the framework, and as such can be installed with Composer. 
 
For easier use of the Escaper component within the framework itself, especially with the 
Zend\View component, a set of view helpers is provided. 
 
Overview 
The Zend\Escaper component provides one class, Zend\Escaper\Escaper which in turn, provides 
five methods for escaping output. Which method to use when, depends on the context in which 
the outputted data is used. It is up to the developer to use the right methods in the right 
context. 
Zend\Escaper\Escaper has the following escaping methods used in the MI: 
 

 escapeHtml: escape a string for the HTML Body context. 
 

 


